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Abstract

The PHENIX Life Extension Project groups together all the actions required to pursue
operation of the reactor, particularly with a view to performing irradiation experiments in the
framework of the back-end of the fuel cycle programs. As such, it comprises a series of
investigations whose objective is to assess the state of the reactor after about one hundred
thousand hours of operation.

The following points have been particularly investigated :
The materials behavior (austenitic, austeno-ferritic, and ferritic steels - base metal,

welds, heat affected zones) in terms of thermal aging and its effect on mechanical properties,
embrittlement, sensitiveness to corrosion (in normal and incidental environment), and
radiation effect on the potentially exposed structures.

Furthermore, specific programs have been devoted to the assessment of thermo-
mechanical response of some particular components. This concerns some types of welds with
regard to fatigue or creep fatigue, some parts of large shells with regard to ratchetting and
buckling, and main secondary piping.

An extensive program was dedicated to the recovery of the thermo-mechanical damage
undergone by the structures and its extrapolation to the future. This has led to consider in
details thermo-hydraulical effects such as fluctuations in streams and bedding zones.

Some intergranular cracking of welded joints had to be closely examined ; this was
achieved by a research work that has produced important advancements in that field.

With the aim of evaluating potential defects, real progresses have been made in the
knowledge of large defect's behavior in thin shells.

The feedback of the examination and studies was also derived in terms of relevance of
manufacturing, exploitation and monitoring conditions. It is believed that this experience will
be useful for future design rules.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Built at the beginning of the 1970s and linked up to the network on December 13,1973,
the fast reactor (FR), PHENDC, has now accumulated almost one hundred thousand hours of
operation. Its regular operation until 1990 enabled researchers to validate the concept, acquire
considerable experience in the field of operation and did much to improve fuel performance.
Incidents occurring during operation concerned the intermediate heat exchangers, and later the
steam generators. They were understood and quickly brought under control.

At the end of the 1980s, automatic shutdown problems involving negative reactivity
surges began to appear along with the first signs of major component aging on the secondary
circuits. The latter, however, brought about much longer investigations given the related
questions of safety issues involved. Therefore from this time onward, the reactor has only
been in operation for short campaigns of an experimental nature.

At the same time, serious thought devoted to the back end of the nuclear cycle, has
emphasized the significance of FRs and the role they might play in the management of
plutonium and the transmutation of long-term nuclear waste. The associated research and
development programs, CAPRA and SPIN have been designed to provide answers that will fit
into the framework of the Law of 1991, which has set the final date of 2006 for convincing
solutions to the question of nuclear waste to be put forward.

Viewed within this context, PHENEX, alongside SUPERPHENIX, appeared to be an
important tool. This importance has, of course, become even greater since the decision to shut
down SUPERPHENIX was made.

These elements, establishing the probability of operation until about the year 2004 in
order to take the operation deadlines for irradiations into account, led to the launching in 1993
of a «reactor rejuvenation» project It is founded on a detailed assessment of the reactor's
actual state and takes the requirements set down by the French safety authorities into account.

This whole operation is entitled «The PHENIX Reactor Lifetime Extension Project».

The aspects which interest us here are those which, for the purpose of assessing the
condition of the materials to justify prolonged operation, have yielded knowledge. We shall
comment first and foremost on aspects concerning the nuclear steam supply system
understood as the reactor block and the secondary circuits, including the steam generator.

What we are dealing with is a whole entity built, for the most part of stainless steels and
which operates within a temperature range of 350 to 550°C (600°C locally), under low
pressure, in a sodium environment, neutral gas or air ( water-steam under high pressure for
steam generator tubes).

Two essential elements contribute to the importance and pertinence of the data
acquisition :

First, the effort expended in reconstituting the original state of the reactor at the time of
its commissioning (a re-examination of its design and construction, the thermal-mechanical
loads and chemical environments...) and the consequences,

And second, the accessibility of the secondary circuits which has allowed a great
number of detailed examinations to be carried out.
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2. BEHAVIOR OF THE MATERIALS, THEIR AGING UNDER
TEMPERATURE

PHENIX uses a whole range of important steels :

Austenitic stainless steels of the following type :

18% chrome-10% nickel, low or medium carbon content, some stabilized with
titanium, others not;

17% chrome-12% nickel plus molybdenum low or medium carbon, either
stabilized or not with titanium ;

Chrome, nickel and molybdenum (in a composition 19-12-2, 16-8-2...), in the form of
welding products ;

Ferritics ( non-alloyed or slightly alloyed with chrome and molybdenum);
austenoferritics (in the form of molded products).

Such diversity created a need for data in the assessment of the materials through
calculation and the opportunity of completing the basis. Thus, knowledge of these materials
sometimes lacking, sometimes requiring confirmation, especially in the aging state, has been
completed. Such is the case of the Z6 CNT 18-10 and the Z6 CN 18-10 steels with regard to
low cycle fatigue characterization (consolidation, symmetrization, fatigue strength) and of
course in an aged state (one hundred thousand hours) at service temperatures for the
instrumentation concerned, (i.e. the major secondary circuit piping and the steam generators).

In the field of creep rupture and creep strain, the study has been expanded to include the
Z2 CND 17-12 steel, for the specialized field dealing with short time periods and high
temperatures (pertinent for certain accident sequences).

The most notable effects of aging deal with the secondary creep speeds in the Z6 CNT
18-10 steel which are several times higher (by a factor of ten) than at the non-aged state ( see
figure 1).

In the field of welding filler metals, research on the embrittlement of the «cold» parts of
the circuits has been carried out (temperature range : 350-400°C). Thus, a program verifying
toughness in an aged state was conducted, based on the grade of steel present in the secondary
circuits(19-12-2). The embrittlement of molded austeno-ferritic steels was assessed in
comparison to its initial state after 75000 to 90000 hours at 350 to 400°C. This first involves
tension and impact strength measurements performed at ambient temperature for samples on
the primary pump and both ambient and service temperatures for samples taken from the
secondary circuits. Concerning this last case, an ongoing program is performing toughness
measurements and also examining the effect of overaging

Simultaneous knowledge of toughnesses and impact strengths at both cold and hot
temperatures will enable us to test the correlations (commonly used for PWRs in particular)
while being aware of the fact that the ferrite contents, a bit lower in the PHENIX reactor, are a
potential source of deviation.
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STEEL 321-Secondary creep at 550°C
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Verification regarding the state of the sensitivity of various materials to intercrystalline
corrosion (basic materials, filler materials, welding heat affected zone) has also been
accomplished in the present aging state. Overall confirmation of the diagrams on this subject
was thus obtained concerning «low» temperatures and long time periods. This remains a field
in which very little data is available. A few deviations or rather, peculiarities in behavior were
also observed. For the austenitic steel with molybdenum and low carbon from the reactor
block (and in its welded zones), the «nose» of the sensitivity diagram (short time period and
high temperature), was defined by specific tests performed on non-aged material. The purpose
of this was to demonstrate the harmlessness of the initial stripping treatments performed on
the welds of the materials.

3. BEHAVIOR OF THE STRUCTURE MATERIALS UNDER
IRRADIATION

Since we are dealing here with structures operating at 400°C, (the supporting elements
of the reactor core), it has been shown that the upper diagrid plate in its central zone (which
will have integrated 1.75 ± 36% dpa NRT for iron at the end of its lifetime) will sustain a
slight embrittlement. Verification of this effect is to be carried out on the structural base of an
assembly (an extractable component) which has remained within the reactor for the quasi-
totality of its present lifetime. On the lower structures, the anticipated effect is negligible. The
structures exposed to high temperatures (above the core), where the potential effect of the
irradiation is different and becomes evident by an embrittlement of the grain boundaries
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caused by helium, (which itself results from the transmutation of the boron and nickel), are, in
fact, only slightly affected in the PHENIX reactor owing to the efficiency of its top neutron
shielding.

4. KNOWLEDGE OF THE THERMAL-MECHANICAL LOADS

Studies conducted on the PHENIX reactor in this field provided the first practical
industrial application of recent developments in thermomechanics, particularly those
concerning the Large-Scale Simulations of turbulence in the calculation of flow instabilities.
Thus, the mixing of fluid sprays at different temperatures having led to the cracking of a
secondary piping zone at a «T» level were analyzed in their fluctuating aspect. This study,
incidentally, has become presently the object of international intercomparisons (see figure 2).

The core outlet zone has also been the object of extremely minute modeling in order to
evaluate the effect of heat fluctuations on the lower structures of the above core structure.

On an even greater scale, an overall modeling of the bottom of the hot plenum in all its
geometric complexity, including the inter-assembly, aims at assessing the fluctuating aspect of
the inner containment vessel's stratification and at establishing both its extent and its temporal
and spatial characteristics (either local or extensive). This program includes the design and
construction of a new thermometric rod on the reactor which will be sensitive enough to
cross-check calculations.

Such advances must quite logically lead to the evaluation of the mechanical
consequences on the structures in terms of random fatigue or crackling. This will take place in
the near future by coupling mechanical codes, by carrying out complementary studies focusing
on the response of the materials in terms of damage and, in fine, a complete approach
methodology for these problems.

5. MECHANICAL DESIGN

A few examples will be cited here illustrating the significance of the PHENIX feedback
in the field of design.

In the field of angle weld fatigue, an experimental program has been set up. It has
allowed various parameters to be tested such as the effect of back welding, the effect of
medium stress and the effect of a crossing with a perpendicular weld. These results, apart
from the immediate application made of them for reactor files, can be used for design
methodology, be it on the basis of linearized stresses and coefficients or a local analysis
obtained with a detailed modeling. In several cases, it has been necessary to carry out an
experimental study involving the strength of special welds against primary stresses.This study
revealed the extreme conservatism of current rules concerning ductile materials.

In the field of cyclical loads of the same special welds, the inadapted nature of
simplified, present day rules (through the weld coefficients) has become evident whether it be
in the progressive strains or in the fatigue-creep. This has brought about the extensive use of
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the recently developed A16 [1] project guide which is dedicated to the assessment of defects.
Thanks to this, important feedback is now available and can be used :

in comparison with experimental points involving very long lengths of time since the
welds after functioning for 50.000 hours in the reactor have been removed and examined by
experts for appraisal,

in comparison with experimental programs which have been carried out or are still
ongoing.

This feedback puts forward two essential questions concerning the following :
the need to reduce conservatism ;

the need to take mixed creep modes into account.

The free surface zone of the PHENEX reactor's primary containment has been the object
of a carefully drafted file especially with respect to the question of buckling and thermal stress
ratcheting, mechanisms that can cause plastic strains. Geometric measurements made in this
relatively accessible zone of the reactor will prove to be of great significance in evaluating the
precision of the methods and must be planned at least at the end of life. The major secondary
circuit pipes have been the object of damage reconstitution. At the same time, they have been
and will once again be inspected by a non-destructive control. Furthermore, dismantling and
removal operations are now underway on certain sites appearing to have accumulated the most
amount of damage. Comparison of these results is of the greatest value when one knows that
the complexity of the damage suffered by a component, particularly during creep conditions,
can prove to be significant for :

The analysis of the stresses and strains ;

The estimation of the stress acting under heat conditions ;

A consideration of the local effects (welds, geometric discontinuities).

Finally, in a different field, the seismic re-evaluation of all buildings has revealed the
necessity of devoting deep thought to the methodology and criteria that must be applied to the
study of existing facilities.

6. HIGH TEMPERATURE INTERGRANULAR CRACKING OF
WELDED JOINTS

Feedback from PHENTX includes observations regarding intergranular cracking under
heat conditions in the area around the welded joints that have stimulated R&D work given the
fact that conventional methods of design do not deal with these questions or do not enable us
to be sufficiently aware of them.

First and foremost, this concerns the Z6 CNT 18-10 steel which is known to have a
certain sensitivity to the phenomenon termed relaxation cracking. Observed on certain parts of
the major secondary pipes, in the buffer tanks and on the headers on the top floors of steam
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generators, the problem was to approach it quantitatively so as to establish definite
conclusions about other components. A procedure was designed, designating as its point of
departure, the strained state and the precipitation of the zones in question as principally
determining the cracking. This state was simulated on a mass material, and the intergranular
cracking under only one imposed movement was reproduced in a laboratory, (see figure 3)
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FIG. 3 : Experiments of relaxation with CT specimen
(squares) : simulated heat effected zone (hardened and aged)

(diamonds) : aged basis metal (in service)

This result, unusual in light of the present day acquired experimental data (almost
exclusively built on new material), at least proves that important ingredients contributing to
cracking have been identified in simulations of the thermally affected zones of the welds.
A damage model has been elaborated and adjusted on the basis of tests causing the multi-
axialty of the strains to vary. The overall procedure will thus be available very soon in Order to
deal with industrial situations.

Creep damage is also thought to have led the appearance of intergranular cracks in certain
welded assemblies particularly large and flanged ones in Z6 CN 18-10 steel. Apparently, the
data and conventional methods which in particular neglect the residual stresses of welding do
not properly reveal these findings. Accordingly, another program was launched for the
purpose of measuring and modeling them, and to grasp the behavior of the products in
question (creep ductility, sensitivity to the multi-axialty of the stresses...). Modeling, moving
on to the simulation of welding and the superposition of the operating conditions will
accompany a complete structural test which is to be performed on the representative
component.

These problems are important for they have appeared after 100 000 hours of operation
and whether they call into question present damage evaluation methods or design rules
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governing welded assemblies, they are at the very heart of lifetime extension concerns. They
have been observed on steels that are similar to those developed after PHENIX, and their
study provides us with an opportunity to confirm these choices by taking advantage of the
compositional differences existing among the three different steel grades, which appear as so
many parameters for serious thought about the metallurgy.

The project has provided an opportunity to test local mechanical approaches on an
intermediate scale (quite typically the one used in metallography and the one for the grain) in
order to attempt to link up metallurgical evolution due to in-service aging and intergranular
damage to the macroscopic mechanical behavior. Within the framework of the project, these
questions have brought about an international exchange and a thesis has been written on the
subject under the direction of the Ecole des Mines in Paris.

7. EVALUATION OF THE HARMFULNESS OF DEFECTS

The demands related to the prolonged operation of the PHENIX reactor have led us to
focus on hypothetical defects which, in the various operating conditions envisioned, might
question the principle safety functions, and among these, the control of the reactivity.
Therefore the extension of such defects, penetrating the great shells which make up the core
support structure, had to be evaluated. In order to facilitate their early detection, the geometric
disorders associated with much shorter defects constituted another point of interest in the
specification of surveillance methods.

At first the analyses were carried out in the case involving the elastic linear behavior of
the material by using formulas of existing stress intensity, often coming from studies on plates
and arranged by a curb correction.

These formulas turned out to be exaggeratedly conservative, the result being that new
formulas, built on a calculation basis of specific finite elements were put together. These
formulas, constructed for cones and cylinders whose radius ratios over thickness are on the
order of 150 to 250, deal with length defects extending to the radius of the shell or indeed
even beyond that. They have been the object of cross-checks with other formulas in their
common validity field and have results in documentation. They are henceforward available for
other applications. Elastoplastic calculations allowing direct access to the «J» cracking force
have also been carried out.

These calculations, bringing into play crossing length defects which may go beyond the
radius of the shells, have been dealt with using a mixed modeling of shells and mass solids.
Major feedback is to be found as much on the level of the cracking force (whose value
conditions the critical size) as it is in the field of the associated movements, but the essential
finding to be derived from both elements amounts to this : the care taken in the modeling of
the boundary conditions, as is also the case in buckling, is of prime importance. Therefore, in
the case of a fast reactor block, practically all the structures must be represented. This type of
calculation has also provided the opportunity to confirm the pre-eminence of loads of a
mechanical origin before those of thermal origin owing to their «J» contribution.
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8. THE EFFECTS OF MANUFACTURING CONDITIONS

It is interesting to list the number of times an expert appraisal of observed damage has
been traced to manufacturing conditions, which, for any new construction must at least
involve the responsibility of being able to trace even the slightest details.

Regarding this subject, we could cite as an example the use of chemical cleaning
treatments which are too corrosive given the material in question (high carbon austenitic
forged material and in a zone where welding is concerned, for instance). It might also be
stated that certain methods applied (forming) have proven to be too severe. The inadapted
character of certain thermal treatments has also been confirmed (the re-quenching of
austenitics after shaping and welding). In welds, local repairs have sometimes been cited as
having caused damage by creating a rather special type of stress, i.e. that of a membrane.

In certain cases, the welding procedure parameters have been called into question
(excessive energy input).

Feedback on cracking in hot conditions in deposit metals with an austenitic base can
also be drawn from the PHENDC experiment. It generally confirms what is known about the
influence of elements such as boron in the basic metal (which was the example in the case of
the first PHENIX reheaters, removed for other reasons after about approximately 50 000 hours
of operation). The same effect applies for welds in a removed metal in which the tendency of
ferritic insufficiency has been discovered and defined as a contributing deterioration factor.
However, it should be pointed out that cases of cracking under heat conditions are relatively
rare and are even more rarely suspected in the development of an in-service defect.

9. THE EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS

Concerning the mastery of chemical mediums, and quite apart from certain incidents in
the past with the development of aqueous soda in the field of temperature in which austenitic
steels are sensitive, or perhaps even a radical decontamination, no significant damage has
been reported. The greatest fears concerned the secondary circuits where numerous
interventions took place after total draining of the sodium, and where non violent
sodium/water reactions occurred at the beginning of the 1980s. The reconstitution of such
mediums developed in these conditions, in as much as it remains reliable, especially locally,
has not provoked any specific worries. This is in coherence with examinations that do not
pose any questions apart from those concerning the presence of a few intergranular markings,
therefore not very deep and which are still not clearly understood. An ongoing R&D program
dealing with mediums developed in intervention conditions on sodium-soiled components
should also confirm present procedures, particularly those concerning drying with control of
the dew point at the time of renewed startup.

Several corrosive effects on the external surfaces of the secondary circuits have also
been observed (in air) due to pollutants that have proven difficult to identify and which
emphasize the importance of mastering chemical environments on all cases.

Last, it should be stated that the return to operating conditions illustrates the great
importance of having valves that function properly and reliably and the need to monitor them
along with the advantage of simplification in the auxiliary circuits.
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10. METHODS OF CONTROL, MONITORING AND
INTERVENTION

The PHENIX Lifetime Extension Project has also contributed to an improved
characterization and enhanced performances of the sodium leak detection systems, to the
determination of sizing of accessible defects through Ultrasonic controls especially on thin
austenitic products.
It has provided us with the opportunity to devote some very serious, in-depth thinking about
the monitoring of fast reactor structures with a primary integrated circuit.
Extensive studies have been carried out within the framework of this project which, given the
conditions of environment, access, precision, quality, deadlines and required cost constitute in
themselves precious feedback.

11. CONCLUSION

We should like to insist on the importance of the three aspects of acquired knowledge
derived from the PHENIX Lifetime Extension Project:

The interest in re-examining our Rules of Design and Construction (RCC) [2] and
consolidating their criteria, be it on the level of the documented materials, their tabulated
properties, their design and manufacturing, the calculation methods, ( and this at all levels
including the coupling with thermal-hydraulics) and finally, adequate evaluation of the
lifetime. We shall add that the treatment of defects encountered whether they be in the field of
calculations, non-destructive controls or monitoring should form the basis of a future
publication that might be entitled «Monitoring Rules Governing the Use of Materials during
Operating Conditions»(RSEM);

The affirmation of the importance of the welded joints in questions regarding reactor
lifetime especially during creep conditions which must lead to an increased R&D effort based
on the methods adapted to their local aspect and multi-materials.

The interest in having the project followed up by the necessary actions that are
fundamental in profiting from the results. Incidentally, this results could in turn be usefully
completed by clearly-targeted expert appraisals (without ignoring an evaluation of the cost
versus interest, an item which must be foreseen and taken into account when a reactor reaches
its end of life).
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